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APRIL UPDATE OF CLVIGER PARISH COUNCIL DURING THE CORONAVIRUS LOCKDOWN. .




1 Updates

Robin and Steve Reid of the The Kettledrum pub had organised a community meals distribution scheme to help the needy. Around 60 people had taken  up the offer. The parish council had offered financial support for the scheme, but at the current time, the Reid’s had said this was not necessary.

The lengthsman’s work in the parish to be temporarily stopped in line with the Government guidance on non essential work and travel. This will be monitored.

Burnley, Pendle and Rossendale CVS project manager Tracey Noon had contacted the council to say at the current time, due to their work with the community hub, the Scottish Power fund had been put on hold for applications. A Scottish Power representative had contacted the clerk and agreed this was the best course of action currently. It is hoped the fund may be available to open in May to allow groups to at least complete application forms.

Park Road pavilion toilets are closed at the present time.

2. Finance

Coun Whittle has the £15 half yearly rent from the new allotment owners.

Paid out:

£761.37 – JR Landscapes, lengthsman
£15.28 – Eon for Mount Lane Playing fields
£348.19– Rebecca Hay, salary and expenses.
£38.58 – Clerk’s pension.
£35 – J. Barritt, PAYE
£40 – Cliviger Village Hall for February and March meetings.
£6.27 – HMRC 

The auditor had contacted the clerk to confirm the audit is delayed following Government advice.

3  Correspondence

The Planning Inspectorate had written to advise there is to be a public inquiry (ref  Row/3246107) over the request to divert part of footpath 89 and 90 at the Miller Homes site in Red Lees Road. This is likely to take place in July at the earliest.

Allotment holder Ian Hodgson had provided the clerk with the National Allotment Association’s guidelines on using allotments during the lockdown.

Coun. Whittle had received a letter re Mount Lane from Stuart Calderbank. The clerk had acknowledged.

A copy of correspondence between Mr M Stott of Windy Acres and Network Rail, re fly tipping in the old signal box, was received by the council.

A resident had contacted the clerk over the state of the verge outside The Kettledrum following gas work. The clerk had written to Cadent Gas,  copying in LCC, to ask that the grass be re instated once the work is completed.

 

